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TETRA accessories

Stop Noise has developed handsets for portable and mobile 
TETRA radios ranging from basic speaker microphones to 
advanced models such as the Multi Handset.

Handsets

Stop Noise TETRA accessories are well known by authori-
ties and professionals worldwide.Stop Noise TETRA accessories are well known by  
authorities and professionals worldwide.
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TETRA accessories

Our lightweight headsets come in a variety of models with 
many different earphones and PTTs.

We use high quality materials to ensure robustness,  
safety and reliability in rough conditions.

Light Headsets



TETRA accessories

We offer tactical headsets with throat microphones for fire 
fighters, the army’s and police’s special forces and riot con-
trol squads.

Stop Noise offers a wide range of accessories to serve 
many different user groups.

Special Products
We offer tactical headsets with throat microphones for fire
fighters, the army’s and police’s special forces and riot
control squads.



TETRA accessories

These headsets are the best choice for high noise environ-
ments.

Our product development is strongly customer oriented. 
We have developed many new accessories based on cus-
tomer feedback.

Ear Defender Headsets

Our helmet headsets are popular among the motorcycle 
police as well as authorities using scooters snowmobiles or 
ATVs.

Helmet Headsets

These headsets are the best choice for high noise environments.

Our product development is strongly customer oriented.
We have developed many new accessories based on
customer feedback.

Our helmet headsets are popular among the motorcycle
police as well as authorities using scooters, snowmobiles or
ATVs.



TETRA accessories

Desktop chargers are available for single and multiple TETRA 
terminals. All of them come with slots for charging spare bat-
teries too.

We are constantly developing new innovative accesso-
ries to help improve the TETRA users’ performance.

Chargers

Stop Noise holders for TETRA terminals provide convenient 
carrying and easy docking for your terminal leaving functions 
accessible and offering single hand release systems. Naturally 
the holders are also compatible with other Stop Noise acces-
sories.
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TETRA accessories

Our accessories can be connected to most TETRA terminals. 
Cassidian THR9 and THR880 series, Sepura STP8000 series 
and Motorola MTP850 series just to name a few of the popu-
lar ones.

Connectivity

As a new option Stop Noise offers also Bluetooth
connectivity between accessories and terminals.

Our accessories can be connected to most TETRA terminals.
Airbus DS TH1n, THR9 and THR880 series, Sepura STP8000  
series and Motorola MTP850 series just to name a few of the
popular ones.



TETRA accessories

The functionality and excellent ergonomics of Stop 
Noise accessories have been proven in the field.

Users
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Hybrid X speaker microphone
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TETRA accessories

Oy Stop Noise Finland Ltd. has been developing and
manufacturing accessories for TETRA terminals since 1995. 

During the years our R&D has produced a wide range of 
accessories to be used in demanding environments by our 
customers. For example the following TETRA users rely on 
Stop Noise products:
 - Police
 - Fire and Rescue services
 - Army
 - Industry
Stop Noise products have ergonomic, strong and safe designs 
for ease of use and durability in rough conditions.

Product development for us is a continuing process to follow 
up the changing needs of our customers. All our products 
meet the standards and are approved by the authorities 
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